
VLA
DANCE
HANDBOOK

MISSION STATEMENT Empowering artists, students, and audience
members of color and enlightening allies through thought-provoking
and rigorous contemporary dance research and performance.

VALUE STATEMENT VLA DANCE follows a set of ever evolving
practices that include, celebrating racially diverse movers, respecting
dancers' body size and appearance, holding space for fluidity of
gender identities, transparent communications, and acknowledging
artists as individual humans who are working together within a
structure.  

SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER, 2020



VOLUNTEERING
This company functions off of paying people for their time,
however there may be some functions and events that are
volunteer based. If this is the case VLA DANCE will communicate
this, and agreeing participants will show their acknowledgement
and willingness to volunteer in a written form
of communication.

TAXES
Dancers should claim their own taxes. Everyone must sign a W9
and VLA DANCE will file 1099's. 

SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER
$200 monthly stipends per dancer
$250 monthly stipends per dancer with administrative
roles

PAY RATES

TRANSPORTAION
Dancers must provide costs for their own transportation unless
otherwise stated. 



INJURY
Dancers must be honest about their physical health. Dancers
must be medically fit to particpate in all VLA DANCE
programming. If dancer's have injuries that may arise over the
course of time, they must be transparent with VLA DANCE
management so that together everyone can make a plan of
action for the dancer. 

VLA DANCE will not accept liability relating to injuries that may
occur during VLA DANCE programming and will not be held liable
for financial responsibilities for injuries incurred, regardless of
wether injuries are caused by negligence

As a company member you are participating willingly and forfeit
right to bring suite against VLA DANCE.

MEDIA
Throughout the season VLA DANCE will have photoshoots and
film shoots. Media can be shared, after asking for permission
from director, Victoria. When applicable all parties involved -
photographer, film director, and company - must be credited. 

All Media will be 'owned' by VLA DANCE and the company will
use the media to market for the company.



TERMINATION
Both VLA DANCE and dancers can terminate involvement with
two weeks notice.

This handbook is subject to change and will be reevaluated after
December.

COMPANY  TEAM
Victoria L. Awkward Director & Dancer (admin role)
Michayla Kelly Manager & Dancer (admin role)
Mitzi Eppley Costumes & Dancer (admin role)

Tabitha Hanay-Reaves Dancer
Sarah Pacheco Dancer
Additional dancers will join as time progresses



plan for
covid-19SAFETYSAFETY

Prior to entering Hibernian Hall, artists must fill out self-certification questions of
health as seen below. You will be given access to an online portal to do so.
Upon arriving, each artist will receive a temperature check (using a non-touch
infrared thermometer). Anyone with the temperature above 100.3 degrees will be
respectfully asked to go home
Upon arriving, artists will be asked to use hand sanitizer 
Through out the entire rehearsal, artists will be asked to wear face coverings.
Disposable surgical masks will be provided for those without
Through out rehearsal, artists are encouraged to wash hands every hour
After rehearsal, artists will be encouraged to bring a change of clothes to limit the
amount of sweat (bodily fluids) that are carried outside the space
Inside of Hibernian Hall artists must comply with the following social distancing
regulations

Try to maintain 6-feet distance
No more than 25 people within the ballroom
Only 2 people per elevator
Only 2 people in bathroom
Only 2 people in the tech booth
Only 3 three people in greenroom

These guidelines are in compliance with Massachusetts' reopening regulations 
and are in alignment with the CDC's recommendations ast of 8/25/2020



CONNECT TO VLA DANCE

EMAILS
VICTORIA@VLADANCE.COM
MICHAYLA@VLADANCE.COM

SOCIAL MEDIA
@DANCEVLA

WEBSITE
VLADANCE.COM

@DANCEVLA


